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Let G be a finite group and p a prime. G is called cyclic mod p if 
there exists a normal ^-subgroup N^G such that G/N is cyclic. 

Let R be a commutative ring with lÇzR. Write (S#(G) for the set 
of subgroups USGj which are cyclic mod p for some appropriate 
prime p ( = p(U)) with pRj^R. 

An i£G-module M is a finitely generated i£-module, on which G 
acts from the left by i?-automorphisms. If U^G we write M\u for 
the R [/-module, one gets by restricting the action of G on the i?-
module M to U. 

If N is an i£ [/-module, we write N17^0 for the induced i?G-module 
RG ®BUN. 

Two i£G-modules M, N are called weakly isomorphic, if there 
exists an 2£G-module L and a natural number k, such that &-ikf©L 
^k-N@L (k-M short for Jkf© • • • ®M, k times), we write then 
M~N. 

REMARK. If the Krull-Schmidt-Theorem holds for i?G-modules, we 
have 

M ~ N <=> M ^ N. 

THEOREM 1. Let M, N be two RG-modules. If M\ u^N\ U for all 
[/GSiz(G), then Mc^N. Moreover there exist f or any UÇZO£R(G) two 
R-free RG-modules M{ U), N( U) with M( U) \ V^N( U) \ v for all V ^ G, 
which do not contain any conjugate of [/, but M( U) \ uQ^N( U) \ u. 

One can get an even more precise statement by using Grothendieck-
rings: Let X(G, R) be the Grothendieck-ring of i?G-modules with 
respect to split-exact sequences, i.e. X(G, R) is an as additive group 
isomorphic to the free abelian group, generated by the isomorphism 
classes of i^G-modules modulo the subgroup generated by all expres
sions of the form M—Mi — M2 with M=M\ ©ilf2—and the multipli
cation in X(G, R) is given by the tensor-product ® R of i£G-modules. 
Write X 0 (G, R) for Q®X(G, R). Obviously M~N if and only if 
M and N represent the same element in XQ(G, R). 

X(-, R) and XQ(-, R) are obviously contravariant functors from 
the category of groups into the category of commutative rings. Espe
cially for U^G one has restriction homomorphisms res |#: X(G, R) 
-+X(U, R), XQ{G, R)-+XQ(U, R) and Theorem 1 reads now 
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THEOREM 1'. JJiueZR(0) res\u: XQ(G, R)->J]Lue<zR(G) XQ(U, R) is 
injective. 

One can also describe the image of XQ(G, R) in YLue<&B(Q) XQ{ U, R). 
More generally let U be any family of subgroups of G closed with 
respect to subconjugation, i.e. 

u, v ^ G, gee, gvr1 ^ueu 
implies FGU. For any such triple U, F £ U and gÇzG with gVg-1^ U 
one has a diagram : 

X0(U,R) 

XQ(G,R)( Jr . , 

^X0(V, R) 

the maps <j> and \p given by restriction, the map ra defined by V—*U, 
v—*gvg~l, and one can easily see, that this diagram is commutative. 
Thus Hue* res| v: XQ(G, R)-*tlueVLXQ(U, R) maps X0(Gt R) into 

Xg(U, R) = i(xu)uea G TL XQ(U, R) \ r0{xv) = ay, 
I ueVi 

whenever U, V G U, g G G and gVr1 ^ u\ 

and one has actually 

THEOREM 2. The canonical map XQ(G, R)—>XQ(VL, R) is always 
epimorphic and is an isomorphism if and only if U^Sie(G). 

It seems to be difficult, to prove a similar statement for X(G, R) 
instead of XQ(Gy R), but if X'{G, R) denotes the image of X(G, R.) 
in XQ(G, R), i.e. X(G, R) mod torsion, and if for any subconjugately 
closed family U of subgroups of G we write §)U for { F g C l there 
exists U<V, Î7GU, V/U a, p-group} then one can prove 

THEOREM 3. If (xv)v<m&X'GDVl, R)Q T[vewX'(V, R) then the 
projection (XU)UZVL of (xy)veW into X'Ql, R)Q1[lueVi X'(U, R) is 
contained in the image of X'(G, R) in X'Çil, R). 

REMARK. One can form a category tt, whose objects are the sub
groups in tt with Homu (V, U)= {gGG\gVg~1^U} and obvious 
composition. Then X(», R), XQ(-, R), X', R) are contravariant 
functors on tt and one has 
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X(U, R) = proj lim X(-, R), X0(U, #) = proj lim X Q ( - , X), 

X'(U,*) = proj lim X'(-,R). 

We will state one lemma, which is fundamental for the proof of 
the above theorems. 

We say, that an -RG-module M is weakly, resp. quasi-U-induced, if 
there exists a natural number k and for any £/£U two i?Z7-modules 
NxiU), N2(U) such that 

i-if e e N^U)™^ e N2(U)U~>Q, 
UeVl UeVL 

resp.k^M® 0 Ni(JJ)™\sik-( 0 ^ ( tO^^Y 
\ UeVL / \ueVL / 

For a G-set 5 (i.e. a finite set, on which G acts from the left by 
permutations) we write R[S] for the free i?-module, generated by S, 
considered as J?G-module by extending the action of G on the basis 
S linearly to i^[S], Two G-sets Si, S2 are U-isomorphic (Si=S2) , if 
the restrictions Si| u and S2\ u to any Z7£U are isomorphic. Then we 
have the following 

LEMMA. For a group G, a family U of subgroups and a commutative 
ring R the following f our statements are equivalent: 

(i) the trivial RG-module R is weakly U-induced; 
(ii) any RG-module is weakly Vl-induced; 
(iii) XQ(G, R)-*JJ[ueVL XQ(U, R) is infective; 
(iv) if Si, S2 are two U-isomorphic G-sets, then R[Si]~R[S2]. 

Any of these statements implies, that every i£G-module is quasi-g)U-
induced with U = { V£G\ there exists g£G± £ /£U with gVg-1^ U}, 
i.e. the subconjugate closure of U and 2 ) U = { W ^ G | there exists 
VGU, V<W, W/ V a p-group} (just as before). Especially any RG-
module is quasi-g)Ê#(G)-induced—which generalizes a well-known 
result of Brauer-Bermann-Witt-Swan for the case R = Q. In case f is 
a eth root of unity with £ = exp(G) and there is a homomorphism 
Z[f ]—>R one can sharpen this result, to generalize Brauer's result on 
elementary subgroups. Define G£R(G)= {V^G\ there exists N^V 
with V/N elementary and N a p-group for some p with pR?*R}. 
Then any jRG-module is quasi-@j*(G)-induced. One can also deduce 
intermediate statements, corresponding to the Bermann-Witt Theo
rem on iT-elementary subgroups. There is still another way to gen
eralize the above theorems: For any family U of subgroups of G 
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define an -RG-module M to be U-projective, if M is a direct summand 
in (&ueU (M| u)u^G- One can develop a theory of U-projective RG-
modules completely analogous to D. G. Higman's theory in the case 
VL={U] and one can also define for any RG-module M its family of 
vertices—corresponding to Green's theory, i.e. for any RG-module M 
there exists a family of subgroups U(Af) such that M is SB-projective 
if and only if 28 è U(M) (28 as before the subconjugate closure of 2B) 
and all subgroups in U(Af) are ^-groups for various primes p with 
pRj^R. And one can prove that two U-projective i^G-modules M and 
N are weakly isomorphic, if their restrictions M\ V and N\ V are 
weakly isomorphic for all V g G which contain a normal ^-subgroup 
N< V with iVGÏÏ, V/N cyclic and pR^R. In fact one proves Theo
rem 1 by using the above statement in some kind of complete induc
tion argument, starting with U = {E}, the trivial subgroup. There 
are corresponding generalizations of the other statements. 
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